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individual floats, especially princes' floats, are decorated more simply. Bands
of musicians and costume groups march between the floats. Today, about 8000
people take part in the 7 km lang procession, including 85 music bands and
about 70 groups with just as many festive and pageant floats. 4
This 'people's festival', which costs5 around EUR 1 million, is financially
supported by the City of Cologne and the 'Great Senate of the Cologne Carnival',
an association of business sponsors. In addition, the associations participating
in the procession pay a flat fee to the Festival Committee, which also covers
the loan of costumes by the Festival Committee. Since 1953, the Cologne Rose
Monday procession has been broadcast on television by the Westdeutscher
Rundfunk (WDR). 6 The content of the written agreements between the WDR and
representatives of the Cologne Carnival are not known. W hat does the WDR pay
for? Could other broadcasters record and transmit the parade on Shrove Monday
to the public freely without entering into an agreement?
The recording and broadcasting of the procession could conflict with
copyright and neighbouring rights of the parties involved. 7 A transmission
of the Rose Monday procession to the public could interfere with a number
of copyrighted positions (section 2.1), so that consent of the rights holders is
required (section 2.2).
2.1

-

-

-

Intervention

In the context of the Shrove Monday procession, a number of performances
worthy of copyright protection come into play:
- insofar as the motto of the procession is creatively implemented on
individual floats, they could be works of visual art (§ 2(1) no. 4 of the
German Copyright Act (hereinafter: u;heberrechtsgesetz or UrhG),
for the copyright protection of which, according to the decision of the
German Federal Supreme Court (hereinafter: Bundesgerichtshof or BGH)
in Birthday Procession, B no higher requirements apply than for works
of art without a specific purpose. From the point of view of the average
observer who is appreciative of art, 9 these floats are regularly artistic
achievements in which an individual Statement is implemented with
creative forms of expression. The situation is different for the floats
that do not'serve to implement the motto. Although these are lightly

-

decorated, the decoration is usually within the realm of usual and
regular craftsmanship, so that copyright protection can be disregarded
in this respect;
disguises may also enjoy similar protection as works of visual art. This
does not apply to standard uniforms which, as purely handcrafted,
do not meet the originality requirements of copyright law. · However,
protection can be considered for individually designed costumes and
masks, insofar as they are subject to copyright protection by reaching
the requisite degree of free, creative choices; 10
the music played during the procession could also be relevant under
copyright law. Here it depends on the individual circumstances of the
case. Often a carnival hit is popular music for which the copyrights
have already expired according to § 64 UrhG. However, there are also
hit compositions which are still subject to copyright. In this case, 11
however, it must be noted that the rights of the television broadcast 12
are not administered by the composers (or their heirs) themselves, but
by the German collecting society GEMA, which typically grants the
broadcasting organisations the broadcasting rights based on framework
agreements;
insofar as a carnival sang is or was eligible for copyright protection, 13
the carnival performers are to be regarded as performing artists within
the meaning of § 73 UrhG;
in addition, the Festival Committee could be classified as an organiser
within the meaning of § 81 in conjunction with § 76(1) UrhG. According
to these provisions, the radio broadcast requires not only the consent of
the performing artist but also the consent of the owner of the company
organising the performance. The committee has the organisational man
agement and bears the economic responsibility. From this perspective,
it is to be regarded as the organiser. The only question is whether the
artistic performance must be in the foreground for § 81 UrhG to apply. 14
This is contradicted by a ruling of the Regional Court of Cologne, which
subsumes an A-level ('Abitur' in German) party in a discotheque, at
which only the reproduction of sound recordings with artistic perfor-
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